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We often think like, what if I become a superhero? I also will help people I could also be able
to know their problems and solve them. Whenever they feel insecure they always remember
me and have faith on me that I am there to help them. I able to get a lot of love and respect and
also fulfill their expectations.
There are lots of superheroes which we know
from DC AND MARVEL, but did you think
about why your favorite superhero is only one
out of all? Its not because he has some extra
power or like he can do something which others
can’t. is it so? NO... We like all but our favorite
superhero is only one because, somewhere his
weaknesses and problems are more similar to
our weaknesses and problems and this connects us and our emotions. That’s why we want to
become like him and to solve problems like he does. We always forget that a superhero is not
a superhero, by his power. He is superhero also because of his SACRIFICES. Which we don’t
want to do, we don’t want to sacrifice anything but we want to be like them. Whoever we see
they all are fictional even their powers are fictional but today I am going to tell you about one
superhero without any superpowers but more than that which we can also acquire and also
able to be like him and live like a superhero. He is none other than the DARK KNIGHT
BATMAN.

I] FEAR
We are talking about batman and we don’t talk about fear, how can this be possible right? We
all know that Bruce Wayne is Batman, and in his childhood he unknowingly fell into the
Batcave. After that he was suffering from the phobia of bats. When he was roaming in the
Gotham city with his parents, one robber killed his parent in front of him and that time he was
just eight years old. In young age he decides that, whatever has happened to me shouldn’t
happen to anyone else. With this strong decision he knowingly jumps into that same Batcave.
This is the day; we all get Batman. He made his fear to his symbol of justice, he used his
symbol to scare devils, in this little story batman teaches us a very good lesson that we
shouldn’t fear instead of that we have to face them and use as a weapon. Our weakness should
convert to our strength, which is a must.

II] HE IS ALWAYS PREPARED
We used to say that Every battle is not won by force,
some battles are also won by the brain. Batman is a very
good example of it. He is known for his preparation.
When batman v/s superman fought, Batman easily
defeated Superman for the second time because, he
finds out the weaknesses of the person and then he
came back with the preparations and defeat Superman.
Like this way only dc v/s marvel happened, he has defeated Hulk as well as Captain America.
Batman teaches us that nothing is impossible in this world, the limits are in our mind and
preparation too, all you have to choose is one which will lead to defeat or victory. The man
with the strategy will win the battle than man with the army.
III] DECIPLINE, ETHICS, SELF CONTROL
Batman has full control on his own self, many times
his anger touches to the sky because of the villain’s
injustice act & criminal activities. Still he does not kill
any of his villains as it is against his ethics. He says
that in the room of 100 criminals, you kill anyone still
there will be the 100 because, by killing someone you
also become a criminal. This is the kind of ethics and moral and self-discipline he has. This is
the reason that joker always find a way to an escape from the jail. Batman says that a person
is always a human but some incident makes him a criminal so instead of killing him we should
kill his criminal mind. With these ethics, moral, self-control and self-discipline it helps to
convert a man to a gentleman.
IV] SACRIFICE
Batman ranked first in the superhero community
when it comes to sacrifices. When he was a kid, he
lost his parent in front of his eyes. When he was
young, he lost his true love, he lost his son Robin.
Many times even by breaking the wrong rules, he lost
his respect. He always comes in top 100 billionaire
list every year as a Bruce Wayne. Yet he donated his entire revenue to the poor community.
He sold his Wayne business just to be a batman and to save the Gotham city from crime and
injustice. He could have lived his life like a billionaire but he couldn’t. He is living with the
only one goal to make city with zero % crime rate and whatever happened to him shouldn’t
happen to anyone else.

V] CONCLUSION
We don’t need to wear a bat suit and go outside at night to stop crime and save our city. In
today’s era a superhero is one who eradicates injustice & fosters development. Fostering
development helps you to serve the next generation. This all will happen when we render
ethics, moral, discipline to our life by self-control like how Batman did. Batman is a normal
human being without any superpowers and an icon whom we can aspire to be like. You are
also a Batman you just need to wake it up within you. It’s not who I am underneath, but what
I do that defines me.

